
Tulane University
Fall 2019, MATH 1220 Calculus II Section 01
Instructor: LAGRONE, JOHN (Primary)

There were: 17 possible respondents.
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0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)57% (4)43% (3)4.14.03.40.54.441%7Overall, how would you rate this instructor?8
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This course has reinforced or assisted me in
improving my writing and/or oral skills.
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0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)29% (2)71% (5)4.44.44.20.54.741%7The instructor treats all students with respect.5
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The instructor is available at office hours or by
appointment for help or discussion.
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The topics in this course are organized in a
coherent manner.
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I have gained a good understanding of this subject
matter.
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 Additional comments

professor too quiet for 8am

Nothing big that stuck out to me. If anything, more example problems would have helped further my understanding, but we did also touch upon that in our recitation
period.

Series and sequences, it is kinda random to throw in, although it fits with integrals it was not explained perfectly and was never presented of as a tool, which series and
sequences are a tool

Having the only CALC 2 section be at 8am is simply terrible. This class is a requirement for so many majors and there should be at LEAST 3 or 4 sections. Having 1
section at 8 am is guaranteed to have some slackers

 Weakest aspects of course or instructor

fair grading always answers class questions never rude

Professor Lagrone was fairly organized and really good at explaining the material. In all honesty, compared to what I have heard of other math department professors, I
would say that Professor Lagrone was very easy to understand and to talk to whenever I had questions.

Very in-depth. Reasonable test. Very in sync with the homework. Conscious about the difficulty of the content. Only tests key concepts. Really good.

 Strongest aspects of course or instructor
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thats it.

For the sake of future students, it would be really nice to extend deadlines over the weekends, rather than having it be due on a Friday night.

GOOD TA
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